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1 Introduction

The environmental setup utilized during the course of this research project ”Sleep Apnea
detection using Deep Learning Methodologies” is fully described in this configuration
manual. This is followed by the walk-through of the implementation and the results.
Section 2 covers hardware and software configurations used for development, Section 3
covers the data sources in the description, and Section 4 covers the implementation of
the models.

2 System Specifications

2.1 Hardware specifications

Table 1 shows the details of the hardware used for the development of the model.

Table 1: Details of Hardware used
Features Versions

Operating System Microsoft Windows 10 Home
Processor Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-7200U CPU @ 2.50GHz
System Type 64- bit Operating System, x64-based PC
RAM 16 GB
Hard Disk 1 TB

2.2 Software specifications

This research was done on the Google Colabarotory environment for the development
and execution of the models. The programming was done in the Python programming
language. The latest python version is used in the Google Colab platform. The important
libraries used for this research project are mentioned below.

• Matplotlib

• Numpy

• Tensorflow
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• Keras

• wfdb

• sklearn

3 Data Sources

The Apnea-ECG database used for this research is publically available on the PhysioNet
website. This dataset contains overnight polysomnography (PSG) data for 70 people.
This data contains readings for heart rate in the form of single-lead ECG and respiratory
signals including SpO2 data. Each recording comes with a number of files. Digitized
ECGs (100 samples per second, 16 bits per sample) are stored in files with names of the
kind rnn, dat. The accompanying signal files’ names and formats are specified in the .hea
files, which are (text) header files. The .apn files are (binary) annotation files, and each
minute of each recording has an annotation for each minute indicating whether or not
there was an apnea at that moment.

4 Implementation

The ECG signals were divided into one-minute sections and associated with their relevant
annotation. The data for all the 70 persons available in the dataset were used in this
research. Figure 1 shows all the libraries used in this research.

Figure 1: Libraries used in this research

4.1 Data Preprocessing

The dataset was loaded into Google drive and the drive was mounted into Google Colab
to use the dataset. The signals present in the dataset are seven to ten hours long. The
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first minute of each signal is annotated as Normal(N) so the first minute is not considered.
The one-minute signal sample is shown in Figure 2 for both annotations.

Figure 2: Sample for a part of the ECG signal

4.2 Data Transformation

The one-minute signals have a sampling frequency of 100 Hz was converted into specto-
gram using Fast Fourier transfer. These spectograms were then used to feed the neural
network. The code used to create the spectogram is shown in Figure 3 along with the
sample spectogram shown in Figure 4.

Figure 3: Code for spectogram
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Figure 4: Spectogram for a part of signal

5 Model Implementation

5.1 Model 1 Baseline Convolution Neural Network

These components are used to visualize the better representation of each class. For
data visualization, different techniques are used like principle component analysis. The
spectrograms are converted into the Eigenvalues shown in Figure 6 which are further
reshaped into the matrix.

Figure 5: Code to form PCA using Eigen
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Figure 6: Eigen Images for principle component

These principle components formed using Eigenvalues are shown in Figure 8 shows
the average Eigen images for both Apnea and non-apnea type along with the difference
between normal and apnea patient’s averages.

Figure 7: Code to generate the average of Eigen images
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Figure 8: Average of Eigen images and their differences

In the base convolution neural network model there is a total of 32 filters and channels.
In the model, the output layer has one neuron and the sigmoid activation function because
it is a binary classification problem. In the results, the output of the binary classification
is one class versus the other class. Batch normalization is used in each layer for fast
learning and enhanced generalization. Figure 9 below code is for the model building of
baseline convolution neural network.

Figure 9: Model building of Baseline convolution neural network

In Figure 9, while model compiling the Adams optimizer is used and the loss function
is binary cross-entropy.

Figure 10: Code for Model training

In Figure 10 the model is trained for the 1000 epoch for train generator data and
among them, the best model is saved. After the model training, the accuracy of the
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model is increasing over time and it reaches 89%. The accuracy of the validation data is
between 72-83%. The training loss continuously decreases.

Figure 11: Code of Results of baseline CNN

Figure 12: Accuracy and Loss graph of baseline CNN Model

Figure 13: Accuracy and Loss graph of baseline CNN Model with augmented data

5.2 Model 2 DenseNet121 with CNN

In the hybrid CNN model, a convolution neural network is designed on top of the
DenseNet121 network as shown in Figure 14. For better results and accuracy the pre-
trained DenseNet121 model is designed with CNN. In the CNN model, the two convolu-
tions 2D layers are used and concatenated in the next layer.
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Figure 14: Model building of hybrid CNN model

Figure 15: Code for Model training of hybrid CNN model

Figure 16: Code for Results of baseline CNN

Figure 17: Code for Model training of hybrid CNN model
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In the results of the model shown in Figure 17, the overfitting problem has been
addressed to a great extent. After that, the fine-tuning of the model by freezing and
unfreezing some of the layers, the accuracy on the train data came to a little less than
1.00 while the test accuracy came out to be 80%.

6 Evaluation

Accuracy is the ability of a classification model to accurately classify the data. In medical
situations, it is crucial that an individual who is unwell be accurately classified; but, if
some individuals who are not ill are also recorded as positive, there may be a problem.
Therefore, it may be claimed that accuracy is more significant in medical instances. As
many researchers in the past have used accuracy to show the effectiveness of various
models

6.1 Baseline Convolution Neural Network

In the baseline convolution, neural network model the accuracy of the overall research is
73%, F1-score was 0.75. The Evaluation matrix and confusion matrix are shown in the
Figure 19

Figure 18: Code to Generate the Classification Report of Model 1

Figure 19: Classification Report of the Baseline Convolution Neural Network Model.
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6.2 Baseline Convolution Neural Network after Data Augment-
ation

In this instance, the data was enhanced using a data augmentation technique before being
fed to the CNN model. However, due to data augmentation’s slight addition of noise to
the signals data, accuracy fell to 69%. So, for the purpose of the final evaluation, the
aforesaid model was used. The code for the generation of the confusion matrix is shown
in Figure 20. The confusion matrix is shown in Figure 21.

Figure 20: Code to Generate the Classification Report of Model 1 with Augmentation

Figure 21: Confusion Matrix of Model 1

6.3 DenseNet121 + CNN

The Hybrid Convolutional Neural Network with DenseNet121+CNN that was created
for this research had a training accuracy of about 85% as shown in Figure 22, but after
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some fine-tuning, it performed remarkably well. So, the refined model was taken into
consideration for the initial assessment.

Figure 22: Confusion Matrix of Model 2

6.4 DenseNet121+ CNN after fine-tuning

By briefly freezing and unfreezing some layers, the Hybrid CNN was adjusted. The final
results were superior to the initial ones. Here, the validation accuracy was about 77%,
and the training accuracy was over 99%. After adjustments, this model’s total accuracy
was 81.82% and its F1 score was 0.84. Figure 23, the additional evaluation metrics are
displayed. According to the confusion matrix in Figure 22, 73.08% of people are actually
classified as having apnea, and 89.66% of people are actually classed as not having apnea.

Figure 23: Confusion Matrix of Model 2
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